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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

We explore applications for enriching experiences around
live visual media events by leveraging conversational activity on short messaging services. We investigate the application of existing methods to discover the structure and
content of media events and develop methods for exposing
the discovered informational cues to users. We demonstrate
these approaches using video footage and Twitter activity
during two broadly watched media events: the first 2008
USA Presidential Debate and the Inauguration of Barack
Obama. For the debates, we demonstrate a method for segmenting and annotating the media via conversational activity for the purpose of watching the video after the event has
already passed. For the inauguration, we demonstrate approaches for exposing an awareness of the current topics of
discussion on Twitter and the apparent levels of interest via a
real-time feedback display. The primary contribution of this
CSCW Horizons note is an initial exploration of approaches
for applying cues mined from community conversation towards enhanced experiences around multimedia events and
an invitation for a discussion of further approaches for applying these techniques to a growing number of domains and
applications.

As digital video recorders become more prevalent and more
television shows become available for on-demand streaming, many people are effectively watching television on a delay. However, there are a number of live media events, like
award shows or championship games, where real-time consumption of the action is a compelling experience—people
often gather together to share in the experience or communicate with each other online. Recently, the emergence of
services like Twitter and Facebook, allows users to broadcast short messages in response to events that they’re watching. In aggregate, this textual communication can convey a
great deal about the content and structure of on-going live
media events as usage patterns swell and recede and the textual content shifts to respond to the content coming through
the television.
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In this CSCW Horizon exploration, we investigate applications for mining activity on short messaging services during
live media events. In particular, we explore existing methods for mining Twitter usage and develop metrics and applications in which the results of these approaches might yield
richer experiences around video events. To do this, we leverage the structure and content conversation on Twitter to enable methods for archiving and revisiting media as well as
surfacing emerging topics and trends in real-time.
We illustrate our approach with Statler [6]—for a full demo
see: http://bit.ly/statler—a tool for identifying
video content and in-situ commentary from community annotation. Instead of just inspecting or following a tweet
stream that relates to a TV show, Statler examines the semantics and structure of the Twitter messages, in addition
to the messages’ content. Statler automatically, through the
prescribed metrics we propose in this note, finds chapters,
segments, important moments, and topics of momentary and
sustained conversation.
RELATED WORK

Unlike traditional work that examines news content for segmentation [1], Statler explores the relationship between the
news media and community annotation. Recently Shamma
et al. [5, 4] demonstrated several methods that use Twitter
messages about a media event to segment and topically identify trends. Statler presents these findings in a live application. While a few of these systems have been built, most
notably the MTV Video Music Awards Twitter visualizaAll rights retained by the authors.

tion [2], Statler’s goal is not to show overall volume, but
rather identify interesting moments within the tweet stream
itself.
STATLER

Statler currently explores the first U.S. presidential debate
of 2008 as well as the inauguration of Barack Obama. The
debate tweets, ≈ 3000, came from Twitter’s search interface an the inauguration tweets, ≈ 53000, were pulled from
Twitter’s constant rate data mining feed. Each sample represented 90 minutes of event footage in total. The two feeds
varied in structure, we explore different features visible to
each particular data set.
Presidential Debate

The debate interface consists of two main components, a table of contents (ToC) and topic trends, see Figure 1. The
table of contents is generated automatically by examining
tweet volume [5] and is wired to the video player. Since
people often want at ToC but use the video player to find segments [7], Statler connects the two—scrubbing on the video
moves the ToC’s highlighted region. For each segment, the
ToC shows key terms, from the tweets and from the debate’s
closed captioning. This gives insight into the content of the
segment.
The Obama Inauguration

For the inauguration, Statler displays two aggregate metrics,
trending terms and a world map of tweet locations, see Figure 2. Importance and Chatness are measurements to indicate event onset (is something really compelling happening
right now?) and attention (are people watching the event
or chatting amongst themselves). We also display the salient
terms being used on Twitter for any given minute. At a given
point in time, it calculates the frequency of each term during the previous two minutes and weighs that by the typical
term frequency. These terms, which are being used more
frequently at that time stamp, are then shown to capture the
topics of discussion emerging on Twitter around each point
in time. A small graph showing frequency over time can be
displayed for any currently trending term.

messages related to the event sent during each minute. We
find local extrema within this signal by applying Newton’s
Method, which simply identifies the roots of the function, or
points at which the slope of the function changes from positive to negative (for maxima) or from negative to positive
(for minima). Only extrema greater than one standard deviation (µ ± σ) are observed. We further smooth the signal
to remove spurious low-magnitude extrema to yield a more
robust extrema detection.
Another usage-driven indicator is the actual length of messages. During each minute, we can calculate the average
number of characters contained in each message sent. During the onsets of moments of interest, we observe a significant decrease in message lengths, which may reflect an
increased attentiveness to the media event, and thus a desire to spend less time typing. Another indicator, which is
correlated with message length, is the number of messages
containing @ mentions (a Twitter convention, wherein users
conversationally address each other by placing the @ symbol
in front of the addressee’s user name). We similarly find that
there is a significant decrease.
From the @ characters and the overall number of characters
per Tweet, we aggregate metrics two metrics: Importance
and Chatness. Each score is normalized between 0.0 and 1.0.
The Importance metric is a function of how many @mentions
were used on any given minute:

Importance = 1 −

More @ symbols means more conversation and, hence, people are paying less attention to the event. Similarly, how
many characters typed per tweet per minute is used as a metric of how much time people spent typing their tweet that
minute. More chatty means more to discuss or announce.

Chatness = 1 −
METRICS, METHODS, AND DATA

A significant amount of information is encoded in simply
how users are using the messaging service. This includes the
rate at which users are sending messages, how long those
messages are, or how conversational those messages are.
Additionally, the content in aggregate provides insight into
the media event itself.

countminute (@)
countmax (@)

countminute (chars) − countmin (chars)
countmax (chars) − countmin (chars)

At Obama’s swearing in, we find few @ symbols in the stream
where as later, people were more chatty, see Figure 3. Above
the bar graphs, Statler displays a world map that highlights
the origin countries of the tweets for that minute.
Content Cues

Usage Cues

The raw volume of messaging activity at a particular point
can reflect a varying level of collective interest in or attention to the media event. In particular, we observe a tendency
for the number of messages regarding an event to either peak
or valley at the points where topics change, which may reflect a propensity to discuss and react to the media in the
lulls during changes in topic. To automatically detect these
changes in topic, we obtain a signal of the total number of

Beyond the usage practices, there is also knowledge that can
be mined from what people are saying in their messages.
To exploit this signal, we employ a simple term scoring approach similar to the well-known tf-idf model [3]. In tf-idf,
the salience of a term in a particular document is given as
a function of the number of times the term appears within
the document (term frequency, or tf) normalized by the total number of documents in which the term appears (inverse
document frequency, or idf).

Figure 1. A screen shot of Statler watching the first U.S. Presidential Debate. The video is played (left) while an interactive Table of Contents (ToC)
is displayed (right). The ToC contains automatically determined segments and shows terms from the tweets as well as from the debate’s closed
captioning. Seeking on the video marks the current segment in the ToC.

Figure 2. A screen shot of Statler watching the inauguration of Barack Obama. The video is played (left) while a meter if importance and chatness is
displayed (bottom middle) along with a rank list of tweeted terms (far right). The trend for the top ranking term of the current second is displayed
next to the term list (center top). Below the video is a world map highlighting the countries tweeting at that minute.

Obama in the speech are frequently echoed instantly in the
salient terms from Twitter activity and then quickly drop off
in interest.
Other topics may have a more sustained interest over time.
This might be reflected by an increase in a term’s saliency
that is sustained over a longer duration (i.e., it does not instantaneously drop back off). For example, during the inauguration, terms like “flubbed” and “messed” gain saliency
in Twitter activity around the time of the oath of office, during which the orders of a few words were switched. These
terms remained salient over a longer period of time as people continued to discuss the event. We can detect such occurrences automatically by finding the original onset peak
of the event and then comparing the level of saliency after
the onset against its saliency before. For an event of passing
interest, we expect the saliency to dip back down to its previous level. For sustained interest events, we expect saliency
to remain high.
APPLICATIONS FOR VISUALIZATION AND NAVIGATION
Figure 3. Top: Minute 12:05 of the inauguration was the swearing in
of Barack Obama; it features a significant drop in @mentions (> 2σ).
Bottom: Towards the end of Obama’s inaugural address, people were
typing more and chatting amongst each other more.

In our data source, the notion of a document-model is quite
different. We essentially construct make-shift documents
out of temporally co-occurring messages. In some cases,
we may have predefined temporal boundaries. For example, in the Presidential Debates, we may have boundaries
occurring at topic changes, which might be annotated by
hand or discovered automatically. We can then construct
a document out of all of the messages sent during a given
time frame. Terms can then be ranked according to their frequency within these pseudo documents normalized against
their overall frequency.
More typically, though, no such topical boundaries are available. Here, we have applied a sliding window to gather messages within a few minutes of a given point in time, which
allows us to identify terms that are instantaneously salient.
To conduct such a calculation in real-time, we might construct a window of only the past few minutes or seconds,
which might yield the most recently trending terms.
The changes in salient terms over time can also yield important cues about the content and structure of the media event.
In particular, the occurrence of unique events of momentary
interest may be reflected by a quick increase in saliency of a
particular term (or a brief appearance by it in the top-salient
terms), which quickly fades away. We can automatically detect such points by measuring the evolution of a single term’s
saliency score over time. When a particular point in time
has a term with a high-magnitude saliency score, we can infer that the point may be of interest and direct users towards
it. The salient term, itself, may also be leveraged to give
the user an understanding of why that moment is interesting.
For example, during the inaugural address, terms used by

Given these tools for analyzing user messaging behavior during media events, we move on to exploring approaches for
leveraging the results to better navigate, visualize, and consume video. We broadly categorize these approaches into
two types. First, there is real-time feedback, where users
might want to monitor the unfolding conversation in realtime while they’re still watching the event. Second, there is
post-event consumption, where users return at a later time
to view the video. Here, we can leverage knowledge of conversational activity to retroactively segment and annotate the
video in order to enable users to navigate into areas of interest.
Real-time feedback

While watching a media event, users might be interested in
gaining an ambient awareness of what conversations are unfolding online. To provide such an experience, we apply a
number of the methods discussed in the previous section to
the inauguration of Barack Obama. We simulate a real-time
experience by mining only messaging activity that would
be available at the moment as the event unfolds. During
each second, we rank terms according to their saliency as
calculated by the method, as previously discussed, over a
window composed of the previous two minutes of activity.
The top-20 terms are then updated and shown to the user as
a reflection of topical interest on Twitter. A graph shows
the saliency of the current top term over the duration of the
event. Users can also click on any given term and see a similar graph of saliency versus time, which allows for term
comparisons across the overall video, see Figure 4. A bar
graph shows the normalized Importance and Chatness scores
by the minute as the video plays. Additionally, a world map
showing the origin of the tweets for the current video minute
is displayed.
Post-event consumption

Revisiting a piece of media after the event, itself, has passed
offers some opportunities for different types of interactions.
There is no need to watch the whole video sequentially and

Figure 4. The trend from two terms from the swearing in and inauguration speech. Left: The conversation around Messed sustained and decayed
from the onset of the fumbling of words during the swearing in of President Obama. Right: Usage of the term Greatness spiked at minute 12 and
again at minute 20.

users may skip to any point in time. Also, the conversation
on Twitter that emerged during the debate might be of less
interest, since the event has passed and the user is unable to
also join in the discussion.
For long pieces of media with clear topical segments, it may
be useful to provide users with suggested entry points and
some summarization of the content of various segments. The
presidential debates are a good example of such an event.
The entire debate is just over 94-minutes long, which is an
atypical length of video to be consumed online. Also, the
debate is structured into logical segments, where the topic
of discussion is changed by the moderator. We present the
video alongside an automatically-generated table of contents,
where the video is segmented according to the discussed
volume-based method. For each segment, we also provide
the most salient terms. We provide two sets of terms, one
found by mining terms on Twitter and another based on frequent terms from within the closed caption transcript of the
event.

FUTURE WORK

Using Statler, we demonstrate how to understand content semantics derived from implicit community annotation. We
have begun to explore metrics, based on current methodologies [5, 4], and application designs which can reveal these
insights. Our metrics are derived from several existing approaches, such as tf-idf, as well as newer features, like Importance and Chatness. While we optimize these metrics for
live applications, we will explore their applicability in genres outside of the news domain. This CSCW Horizons note
invites conversation and research to address new domains,
users, and communities (from journalists, to sports fans, to
Drama TV watchers); different users may wish to see different trends or have new feature sets which point to event
onset. Future research will allow for more synchronous, live,
and meaningful interactions in this emerging space.
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